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The study of the subject arose from the problem in model theory to 
classify totally categorical structures. Similar to the extension problem in 
group theory one tries to obtain all possible structures which have certain 
simple structures as building blocks. In our case these building blocks are 
vector spaces V over IF,. 
In this paper we classify invariant subgroups which arise as kernels of 
certain canonical projections of the automorphism groups of totally 
categorical structures onto GL(T). The knowledge of the possible kernels 
enables us in [A-Z] to classify the possible structures in a certain class by 
actually giving all possible automorphism groups which allow those 
kernels. 
The problem underlying Section 1 was the subject of the thesis of the first 
author. We determine in Theorem 1.4 all invariant subgroups of ?F, for a 
vector space V of finite dimension, which yields in Theorem 1.11 the 
description of all closed and invariant subgroups of ?F, when Y is 
countably infinite. 
Section 2 contains technical lemmas. 
In Section 3 we use the knowledge of the invariant subgroups of yIF, to 
gain information in the much harder case of invariant subgroups of y,tr. 
We had to restrict our investigation to subgroups which contain Mod(V), 
the subgroup which maps each vector to a multiple. Even in this case we 
could only solve the problem completely for *Y- of countable dimension. 
Fortunately in our model theoretical investigations we were primarily 
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interested in the infinite case, and the groups containing Mod(Y) occur 
naturally in the automorphism groups of certain skeleton structures. 
Section 4 gives a characterization of the invariant subgroups which we 
found in both cases by simple local conditions. We use this in [A-Z] to 
determine the automorphism group of an important example. 
1. INVARIANT SUBSPACES OF y[F, 
Let Y be a If,-vector space of finite dimension N. Consider YY := yF, 
as group with pointwise addition. Let IF, [Xi, . . . . X,] denote the polyno- 
mial ring over IF,. We say a polynomial p is Boolean if the occurrence of 
any variable is linear. We only consider Boolean polynomials. 
LEMMA 1.1. Fix a basis { ul, . . . . uN} of Y. Each cp E W” has a unique 
representation as cp(C xiui) =pv (x1, ,..., xN) for a Boolean polynomial p,+, of 
degree <N. 
Proof: Induction on N. 
Let pi(xl, . . . . xN- 1) := dcj< N , , x.u.+iu,)fori=O, 1. (When N=l,p,is 
a constant.) 
The desired polynomial is pv = (1 - xN) p0 + xNpl . 1 
Note that the degree of pv is independent of the choice of the basis. We 
thus say the degree of cp is the degree of pv. Let I;, (V ) := (cp E W 1 degree 
ofp,<n), and H,(Y):={cp~F,(-tr)lcp(O)=O}. We also define F-,(T) 
to consist of 0, the constant zero function. 
EXAMPLE 1.2. The constant function 1 has degree 0. 
The degree of the function 
l’(u) := 
0 if u=O 
1 
otherwise 
is N, 
pa,= n (l-xi)-l= c XA, where xA = n xi. 
l<ibN 6#Ac(l,...,N} icA 
0’ := 1’ + 1 has also degree N. 
The following lemma follows easily from Lemma 1.1 
LEMMA 1.3. Let 2 be the group consisting of 0, 1, 0’, and 1’. Then 
‘l~F*=~@HN_,(~). 
Furthermore, HN(V)= (0, l’}@H,-,(V) and F,= (0, l}@H, (n<N). 
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%=GL(Y) acts on %+‘” as qg(u):=(p(g(u)), q~“llr, andgE%. We want 
to determine all subgroups of VF2 which are invariant under the action of 
9. Clearly the H,, (V), F, (V ), and ~9 are invariant. In fact SF consists of 
the elements fixed by 9. 
THEOREM 1.4. The groups H @ H, (V ) for 0 < n < N and H a subgroup 
of I? are the only invariant subgroups of yF,. 
We prove the theorem after a series of lemmas. If we fix a basis 
0) 1, ..a, vN} this induces an action on the polynomials as pg :=pqg. This 
action can be considered as given by linear variable substitutions 
xi -+ (xi)g. 
LEMMA 1.5. Properties of Cl g 
(1) (P+4)g=Pg+qg. 
(2) Let g be the transvection 
g; := 
i 
x,+x,+xk 
xi -+ xj 
and A a nonempty subset of { 1 . .. N} 
i#l 
(3) Let 
g=g’k := x~-xk 
xi+x, i#l,k 
i 
XA k,l$Aork,lEA 
(x”)” = X*\{kI L.J i/l kEA,l$A 
X*\f’l u tk) leA,k$A. 
(4) Let [p, g] denote the commutator pg -p. 
(a) Cp + a81 = CP, 81 + C4,gl. 
(b) Let g = gf as in 2 
LX*, 81 = o,l,;, v {k) 
l$A 
SEA. 
Proof. Clear. 
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Notation. Let p be a Boolean polynomial of degree n. [p]’ denotes the 
homogeneous part of p of degree i, [p] ’ i := xi> i [p]‘, ( p 1 denotes the 
number of monomials of (highest) degree n. We call cp E TV manic if 
IPJ=l. 
Let now W be an invariant subgroup of V. 
LEMMA 1.6. Zf W contains a cp of degree n < N then it also contains a 
manic cp’ E H, (Y ) of degree n. 
Proof: Note that all polynomials of degree N are manic. Let p =prp of 
degreen<Nandlet IpJ>l. Let [p]“=C{~~lA~&}.ThereexistsIin 
some A E & which is not contained in all. Choose k $ A. Then [p, gfln = 
c ix B\(l}“{klJB~S, DEB, k$B} is nonzero and I[p,gt]I<lpl. Thus, 
by induction, we find in W a manic cp of degree n. If xA is the highest term 
of pq and 1 E A and k 4 A, we can define cp’ by [p,, gf]. 1 
LEMMA 1.7. Zf W contains cp, manic of degree n, 2 <n <N, then W also 
contains ~‘EH,-~(Y) of degree n-l. 
Proof: By Lemma 1.6 it is enough to find an element of W with degree 
n-i. Also, ifp=p,, we can assume that [p]“=x,...x,. 
Let h= [PI”-‘=C (x~IAE&}. 
Case 1. &=0. 
Then [p,g~]~“-‘=x2...x,. 
Case 2. There exist BE d and B is not contained in { 1 .*. n}. 
Let 1~B\{l =..n}, and ke (1 . ..n}\B and g=gt. Then [p,g].‘-‘= 
Ch,gl”-‘=C b A\{l~“{k}I 1 EA, k&A, AE&} has degree n- 1. 
Case 3. Otherwise. 
Let q=C {xAIAc{l...n}, IAl=n-1). 
Subcase 3.1. h fq. 
Let ke(l . ..n} be so that (1 . ..n}\{k}#d. and let g=gt. Then 
cx, . ..x.,g]=x2 .. .x, # [xA, g]“-’ for all A E &‘. So [p, g] has degree 
n- 1. 
Subcase 3.2. h = q. 
Let f = g’@+‘) as in Lemma 1.53 and let g = g;“. Then 
[pg-pf-p]b”-‘=xz . . . x, has degree n - 1. 1 
LEMMA 1.8. Zf @ + cp E W for some @E X and the degree of cp is less 
than N, then there exists a cp’ E H,,-, (V) in W of the same degree as cp. 
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Proof Let p =pPp- There exists g E 99 so that [p, g] has the same degree 
as p. [Q, + p, g] = [p, g] is the desired polynomial. 1 
Proof of Theorem 1.4. Let W be an invariant subgroup. 
We consider first the case that W c H, _, . Let q be an element of W of 
degree n. We show by induction on n that H,(V) c W. Then W= H,(V) 
if n is maximal. 
By Lemma 1.6 we can assume that q~ is manic. Lemma 1.7 and induction 
give that H,- I (9’“) c W. Thus the leading monomial of 4p belongs to W. 
The claim follows by the transitivity of 59 on the monomials of degree n 
and the invariance of W. 
In the general case we apply the above to Wn H,- , (V ) and 
(& + W) n H,,- i (U). We obtain 
(1) W~~~-,(~)=H~(~~ and 
(2) (X+ W)nH,-,(V)=H,(Y). 
By Lemma 1.8 we have m=n. If qE W we write q=@+II/, for @EX 
and $EH~-,(V). By (2) we conclude $EH,(V”), and by (1) that $E W. 
Thus W= (Wn.?F)@H,(V). 1 
In [A-Z] we need detailed information about the invariant subgroups 
of ?Fz (where YV := V\ (0)) since they occur as subgroups of 
automorphism groups of model theoretic structures. Define N,(V) := 
{p [V(cp~H,($‘“)j and F”($‘“‘):= (q CV\~EF,,(Y)). We will denote 
by 0 and 1 also the restrictions of 0 and 1 to -Y*. 
Since (0, 0’1 is the kernel of the restriction map y5, + y‘ff *, we obtain 
from Lemma 1.3 and Theorem 1.4: 
COROLLARY 1.9. yc’52=HN(‘T)= {O, l)@H,-,(V) and F,,(V)= 
(0,1)OKfY’f (n<W. 
COROLLARY 1.10. The invariant subspaces of y’ff z are besides “IF z the 
subspaces H,(V) andF,(V)for n=l,..., N-l. 
In [A-Z] we deal primarily with vector spaces of infinite dimensions. If 
V is of countable dimension let H,(Y) be the set of all rp E riFz for which 
every restriction to a finite dimensional subspace V0 belongs to H,,( VO). 
Define F, (-Y) similarly. H,, (r’) and F, (r’) are again the restrictions to 
?lr’. They are closed subgroups of ?F2, which is a topological group with 
the product topology. (Note that q is in H,(V) or F’,(V) iff every restric- 
tion of rp to a finite dimensional subspace Vi belongs to H,(V;) or 
Fn(cd.) 
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THEOREM 1.11. Let V have countable dimension and let W=$ y’[F2 be 
closed and invariant under the action of GL(V), then W is one of the groups 
H,(V), F,(V), . . . . or <[Fz. 
Proof: If W is closed and invariant and there exists a subspace V0 of 
finite dimension so that W r”y- is not equal to YiF, then one of the first 
two cases applies. Otherwise the third. m 
2. A CLOSER LOOK AT F,,(V) 
The proofs of the results in Section 3 on invariant subspaces of y’Y will 
need more information about the subgroups of ‘-IFI, which were considered 
in Section 1. V is still a If,-vector space of dimension N. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let V=-&@[F,w, ~E~[F~. Define Aq: VO-+lF, by 
Aq(v) := cp(v + w) - q(v). 
Then cpeF,(T) iff cp ffO/;,FI;,(VO) andAqEF,-,(-tr,) (cp TV0 denotes the 
restriction of cp to VO. Note that n may be 0.) 
Proof Choose a basis (vi) of V0 and let q be the polynomial for rp rVO. 
That A9 is in F,- , ($$) is immediate. The converse follows from 
We denote Aq in this case more precisely with AYO,cp and write 
q=rp f%QAv. 
LEMMA 2.2. cp E F,,(U) iff cp [HE F,,(H) for all (n + 1 )-dimensional 
subspaces H c Y. 
Proof Induction on dim Y = N. If N= 0 then cp E F,(Y) = F,(V). 
Also for n = 0: If cp is constant on all l-dimensional subspaces H then cp is 
constant. 
So consider N> 0 and n >O. Let -Y- = VO@ IF,w and assume 
cp r H E F,(H) for all (n + 1 )-dimensional subspaces H c Y. By induction 
cp r V0 E F,, (VO). Let H,, < V0 be an n-dimensional subspace. Setting H = 
HO@(F,w we obtain cp (HE F,(H). Lemma2.1 yields that (A,,,rp) [H, 
=A HOw(p E F,-, (Ho) and by induction follows that Ay,,cp E F,- i (VO) and 
hence again by Lemma 2.1, cp E F,, (V ). 1 
If we test rp, not on all (n + 1)-dimensional subspaces H but only on 
those H which do not contain a fixed element a E V, we obtain 
481/151/l-3 
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LEMMA 2.3. Let cp E w and a E V’. For all H < -Y- of dimension n + 1 
and a 4 H, let cp r H E F,,(H). Then there exists 4 E F,, (-Y- ) so that 
cp W\b4=4 VW+ 
Remark 2.4. If dim V > n + 1, 4 is uniquely determined. Shifting a to 
0 this amounts to: 
If 4 E F,,(V) is zero except possibly at 0 then it is the zero- 
function. 
Proof: 0’ has degree N. 
Proof of 2.3. Induction on N > 1. We only need to define 4(a) and show 
that ~EF,,(Y). If n=O then cp(u)=cp(O) for all uE”tr\{a} so let 
q5(a)=cp(O). If N=l<n then any ~EF,(V)=F,,(V). 
So let 1 <N. Choose a hyperplane V0 in “Y-, and two different elements 
aandwinT\~~.So~==~O[F,w.Leta=a,+wfora,E~~.Lemma2.2 
yields that cp r V0 E F,,(?&). 
We can now apply the induction hypothesis to A y,,cp, a0 and n - 1: 
If H = H,,@ IF, w, for some H, < “y of dimension n and a, $ H,,, 
cp r HE F,(H) implies A H,,,cp=A,,cp [H,,EF,-~(H~). Hence we can 
change A,,cp at a, to II/EF,-l(-trO) and set #=cp rVO@e. 1 
LEMMA 2.5. Let H < Y of dimension > n + 1. If cp r V E F,(V) and 
cp rHeF,,(H) then cp~F,,(r). 
Proof. Let 4EFn(V) so that 4 rV=cp TV. Then @ and cp agree on 
IT. By the Remark 2.4 we conclude that @ and cp have also the same value 
at 0, hence @ = cp. 1 
3. INVARIANT SUBSPACES OF yY. 
We now consider yV. Except in Theorem 3.5 Y is supposed to be of 
finite dimension N. 
59 = GL(V ) acts on y’V as follows: 
cp g :=gog-1, for fpe77” and gE3. 
We are only interested in the invariant subgroups W of VV which contain 
the invariant subgroup 
Mod(V) := (cp [VI (PE Mod(V)}, 
where 
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We conjecture that W has to be one of the groups H, (V, V) + Mod(V) 
or F,, (Y’, V ) + Mod(V), to be defined below. But we were only able to 
prove this in “the case” that n + 3 Q N (Theorem 3.4). Fortunately this is 
enough to prove the infinite version of the conjecture in Theorem 3.5. 
We denote the dual space of -Y- with “Ir*, and for 1 E V* with -Y-l the 
kernel of 2. 
Let F,(%!, V):={cp:%!+YJ for each AEV*, locp~F,(V)}. This 
means, if a basis of V is fixed that each coordinate of q can be represented 
by a polynomial of degree <n. Following our convention we denote with 
F,,(%!‘, V) the set of functions of F,,(%, V) restricted to V. Define 
H,(%!, 9’) and H,(+Y, -Y-) similarly. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let cp: V + Y. The following are equivalent: 
(1) peF,(Y, V)+Mod(V-). 
(2) Zfl~v* then ilocp ~Y”EF,(V”“). 
(This is also true for n = - 1.) 
Proof: We make use of the following fact: 
Let 9” = V0 @ [F, w, and h,,, ho E Mod(Vo)), then ho @ ho is of the 
form R+C with IEMod(“lr), and e:V+IF,w. 
(See Lemma 2.1 for the notation.) 
Proof of Fact. For veVo set k’(v)=h,(v), d(v)=O, and @v+w)= 
E(V + w), d(v + w) = EW, where EV = h,(v) + ho(v) (E E IF,). 
(l)*(2) Note that if rpczMod(“tr)locp rVi=O. 
(2) =z. (1) Induction on N. 
N=O: ~EF-~(V)=O. 
n = - 1: we need to show that cp E Mod(T). Assume v(v) q! [F, v. 
Choosing A, with J(v) = 0 and il(cp(v)) # 0, yields Iz o rp [V” # 0. 
Let N>O and n>O. We let *Y-=“Yo@FIF,w and cp=d+e for d:V+-U;, 
and E: -Y- + IF* w. Choose a linear functional 1 E Vo*and extend it via 
i(w) = 0 to 1 E Y *, note that V” = Vi @ IF, w. Since I o rp = 1 o 4 we have 
no4 [V”EF,(Y’). This means, when we set #o:=d TV0 and 
4” :=Ayow#, 204~ [V~EI;;,(V~) and 
no40 rr,“=no(AYa,~)=d,~,(lo~ ~“)EE;,-~(v;). 
By induction hypothesis 
4o~Fn(%‘,, %)+Mod(%) and 4°~Fn-~(% %)+Mod(%-,). 
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So we can write &=rc,+h, and ~“=~o+ho and #=(rco+ho)@ 
(lc”+ho)=Ko@Ko+ho@ho, with ~,EJ’,(%, %;O), KOEF,-~(%, K,)), 
and ho, h’~ Mod(Vo). By the fact hoOh = R + e’ with R E Mod(Y), 
and e’ : V + (Fz w. Hence by construction cp = x0 @ rc” + A + 4’ + e. Let 
cp’ := e + e’. Since rp’ differs from rp by an element of F,(V, 9’“) + Mod(Y) 
the hypotheses of the theorem are satisfied for cp’ and it suflices to show 
that cp’ E F, (“Y, Y) + Mod(T ). We know that cp’ : Y + IF, w. We verify the 
premise for Lemma 2.3. Let Hd Y of dimension n + 1, w  4 H. Choose 
KEY* so that H<V” and w#Vi. Then (IO@(O)) w=@(u). It follows by 
the assumption that cp’ ~V’EF,,(V”, [F,w) and so rp’ ~HEF,(H, F,w). 
According to Lemma 2.3 we can replace cp’ by a 4 E F,,(T, IF, w) which 
differs from cp’ only on w, by a value in IF, w, hence the difference cp’ - 4 is 
in Mod(V). 1 
COROLLARY 3.2. The following are equivalent for cp’ : r’ + Y : 
(1) V’E H,(Y’, Y’-) + Mod(V) 
(2) For lll~V*, locp’ rYi’~H,(Yx). 
Proof: Apply Lemma 3.1 to the extension cp of cp’ with q(O) = 0. 1 
LEMMA 3.3. Let N 2 n + 3. 
The following are equivalent for cp’ : Y’ + Y: 
(1) c$EF,(V-, V)+Mod(Y’) 
(2) For all AEV*, Iocp’ ~V’-“‘EF,,(V~). 
Proof: ( 1) * (2) is clear 
C+-(1) Let iv1 . ..vN} be a basis of Y and {,?,...A,} the dual 
basis of V*. For iE (1 . ..N} and A:=& let cp,~F,(r”) so that 
10cp’ rY”=cp, [V’. Setting a:=Ccp,(O)-vi we have &(a)=cp,(O). If we 
extend cp’ to cp, letting q(O) = a then 10 cp rV’= CpiE F,(V”) for all J = li. 
By the choice of 1i ... A,, cp satisfies the premise of Lemma 3.1 when we 
show that for p, v E V * the followxing holds: If p 0 cp r 9’“” E F,(-lr”) and 
vocp [Y’EF,,V”) then for rc=p+v also ~o(p r”vK~F,VrC). 
So assume that p, v E Y * satisfy the hypothesis. Let H = V’ A 9’“‘. The 
dimension of H is at least N- 2 > n + 1. H is also contained in 
V”.rcocp rYK’~F,,(YK’, V”) by assumption. Also 1c0cp rHcF,(H)+ 
F,,(H)=F,(H). Lemma2.5 yields that ~o(p f”Y”~F,(“tr~). i 
Remark. The lemma is false when N < n + 2. (See Corollary 4.4.) 
We now give the analogue to Corollary 1.10. 
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THEOREM 3.4. Let W< y’Y be invariant and Mod(V) < W. By 
Corollary 1.10 there is an n such that 
a0 w  fe-=Hn(vj forall AEV*, 
or 
/low p-“‘=F,(Y”‘) forall AEV*. 
Then, if N2 n + 3, for every hyperp~ane 4!! 
Wr~=H,,(UZC’,V)+Mod(&‘) or W r%‘= F,(C?J-, V) + Mod(@), 
respectively. 
Proof Using Corollary 3.2 or Lemma 3.3 we conclude that 
WC H,(V, 9”) + Mod(V) or WC F,(V, Y) + Mod(V), respectively. 
For the converse let % < Y be a hyperplane. We give the argument for the 
first case, the other case is proved in the same way. It is obvious that 
Mod(%‘) d W [4Y. We will show that H,(Q’, Y) Q W [4Y. Let ut ..=uN- 1 
be a basis of Q, and 9 @ u0 = Y. It s&ices to show that for all + E H, (4Y, 
IF,) the map, u + g(u) ui, is in W f4V. The hypotheses imply that there 
exists cp E W so that 
N-l 
cPt”)= C Il/i(“)ui+$(U)UO(UEw)~ 
i=l 
Let a be an automorphism of Y which fixes 4% and satisfies a(uO) = q, + ui 
for some i > 0. This yields 
N-l 
cP”f”) = C $iC”) #i + Ic/t”) uO + Il/f”) ui- 
i=t 
Since rp - cp” E W and (rp - rp”) u = e(u) ui for all i > 0, we can conclude 
that for all QIE H,(w, a) there exists a q5* E W with q5=QI* r+Y. For 
q5 =x1= 1 Ii/i(U) ui we obtain (q - 4*) u = tj(u) uo. This proves the claim. 1 
We are now ready to give the y’“l/‘-version of Theorem 1.11. Let Y” be 
of countable dimension. The definition of F,(V’, Y), H,(V, V), and 
Mod(Y’, Y) given above applies also in this case and gives closed sub- 
groups of y’Y, which carries the product topology (V being discrete). 
Also Gl(-Y) acts on y’,Y. 
THEOREM 3.5. The closed invariant subgroups of “V which contain 
Mod(r) are the H,(Y’, V) + Mod(V), F,(V, -lr) + Mod(V), and 
***Y-. 
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ProojI Let W be an invariant closed subgroup. For every A E Y*, 
&Wf$fA is an invariant closed subgroup of yI’lFz. We apply 
Theorem 1.11. If there exists 1 E Y* (equivalently if for all A. E V *) so that 
A.0 W=H,(V”‘) or F,,(V”‘) we show that the corresponding first cases 
hold. Otherwise the third case follows from the inva~ance of W. 
We outline the proof for H,(VR’): 
First we will show WC H, (T, V) + Mod(Y). 
Let 9 E W. 
One can easily show that it suffices to verify that: 
For all finite dimensional $$ and projections e,: Y + $$, 
t,oqo f-“&EH,,(-Y^;, *;)+Mod(Y;). 
For such YJ’& e,, and d with “YO@b = Y let A’ E V$ be given. 
Choose 1 E ^ Y*, with d c ^Y’. We conclude that 1’ 0 6,~ 9 = 10 9, so the 
claim foilows by assumption and Corollary 3.2. 
WI H, (V’, Y) + Mod(V) can be shown with almost the same proof 
as that of Theorem 3.4. 1 
4. CHARACTERIZATION BY EQUATIONS 
We characterize the various invariant subspaces we found by intrinsic 
local conditions. V” is again an If,-vector space of dimension N. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let 9 be a map from V to IF,. 9~ F,(V) if for all 
subspaces H d Y of dimension n + 1 
“FH 9(v) = 0. 
Proof. Using Lemma 2.2 we can assume that Y = H is (n f l)-dimen- 
sional. The functional CueH is a nonzero functional on YIF 2. On the other 
hand F,(Y) is a hy~rplane on which the functional is 0. It is enough to 
prove this for a monom, say x1x2, . . . . x,. If one sums this monom over all 
Xl 9 x2, “., x, + 1 one obtains twice the sum over all x, , x2, . . . . x,. Thus the 
sum is 0. 1 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let 9 be a map from V to IF,. 
(1) 9 E H, (Y’) iff for all subspaces H G V of dimension II + 1 
“~*9(4=0. 
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(2) q E F,,(V) iff for all subspaces H < Y of dimension n + 2 and all 
hyperplanes K < H 
1 rp(u)=O. 
veH\K 
Note. It is easy to see that the theorem and its corollary also hold for 
an infinite dimensional vector space V. This follows from the finite version. 
Proof Part ( 1) follows directly from Theorem 4.1. 
(2) The condition is necessary by Theorem 4.1 since of course 
one can replace there the family of all subspaces H of dimension n + 1 
(containing 0) by the family of all affie subspaces containing a fixed 
point b. 
For sulkiency we apply Lemma 2.3, and Theorem 4.1, 0 replaced by 
some b # 0, (for N= 0 there is nothing to prove, note that we assume 
n b 0). the role of a played by 0. Then Lemma 2.3 reads “we can induce q 
by an @ E F,, (Y ) iff q r A E F,,(A) for every afine A of dimension n + 1 
through b avoiding 0.” The A are among the H\K, apply (the shifted) 
Theorem 4.1. 1 
THEOREM 4.3. Let cp be a function from V to V. 
(1) rp~H,(v’, V)+Mod(Y’) ifffor allsubspaces H<V of dimen- 
sion n + 1 
(2) Let N>n+3. Then cp~F,,(-tr’, V)+Mod(V’) iff for all sub- 
spaces H < Y of dimension n + 2 and all hyperplanes K < H 
Note. Theorem 4.3 implies its version for infinite dimensional -Y-. 
Proof: This follows immediately from Corollaries 4.2 and 3.2, resp. 
Lemma 3.3. For example, q E H, (V’, Y ) iff for every 1, 10 cp r V”’ E 
H, (V”‘) iff for every H and every 1 such that HG VA, A)C,,, q(u)) = 0 iff 
the condition of Corollary 4.2( 1). 1 
COROLLARY 4.4. (l)HN--l(Y-S, V)+Mod(V-)=Y’V 
(2) H,-,(V’, V) + Mod(V) does not contain any constant function 
except 0. 
(3) Part (2) of the above theorem does not hold for n = N - 2. 
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Proof: ( 1) The condition of Theorem 4.3( 1) is empty. 
(2) If cp is the constant function with value b #O choose a hyperplane 
H in V’” which avoids b. Then the sum of cp over IT is b$ H. Thus the 
condition of Theorem 4.3( 1) is not satisfied. 
(3) All functions in y’9’” satisfy the criterion of Theorem 4.3(2) for 
n = N - 2, but computation of the dimensions shows that F,,, _ 2 (Y’, Y) + 
Mod(T’) # y’V. This also shows that Lemma 3.3 does not hold in this 
case. 1 
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